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**NOTE:** Dimensional variations for suspensions with **Disc Brakes** are shown in parentheses for FM suspensions only. Dimensions for SC and FX suspensions with Disc and Drum Brakes are the same.

*Available as Bolt–on and Weld–on
**Available as Weld–on only
*** Indicates "Ride Height"
SECTION 1
Steerable Suspensions

SC: TRUCK, Steerable 8K, 10K, 13K

25.5 +/- .25

SC: TRUCK, Steerable 20K

28.3 +/- .25
SC: TRUCK, Steerable Roll–Off 13K

SC: TRUCK, Steerable Roll–Off 20K

NOTE: A 2.0-inch spacer is required for ride heights greater than 14-inches.
SC: TRAILER, Steerable 10K & 13K (Bolt–On & Weld–On)

- Lift: 8"
- Rebound: 5"
- Ride Height: 25.6 +/− .25

SC: TRAILER, Steerable 20K (Bolt–On & Weld–On)

- Lift: 8"
- Rebound: 4"
- Ride Height: 28.6 +/− .25
**EXS: TRUCK, Steerable 8K, 10K, 13K**

- 25.5 +/- .25
- Ride Height
- 8” Lift
- 5” Rebound

**EXS TRUCK, Steerable Roll–Off 8K, 10K, 13K**

- 25.6 +/- .25
- Ride Height
- 8” Lift
- 5” Rebound
EXS: TRAILER, Steerable 8K, 10K, 13K (Bolt-on & Weld-on)

24.8 +/- .25

Ride Height

8" Lift

5" Rebound
SECTION 2
Fixed Suspensions

FX: TRUCK, Fixed 13K

26.8 +/– .25
8” Lift
5” Rebound

FM: TRUCK, Fixed 20K

32.6 +/– .25
5.5” Lift
4” Rebound

For disc brakes: 37.0 +/– .25
FX: TRUCK, Fixed Roll–Off 13K

26.5 +/- .25

Ride Height
8" Lift
5" Rebound

FM: TRUCK, Fixed Roll–Off 20K

32.1 +/- .25

For Disc Brakes: 36.5 +/- .25

Ride Height
5.5" Lift
4" Rebound
FX: TRAILER, Fixed 10K & 13K (Bolt–on & Weld–on)

26.25 +/- 0.5

8” Lift

5” Rebound

Ride Height

FM: TRAILER, Fixed 16K–25K: 10” Ride Height (Weld–on Only)

33.4 +/- .25

For Disc Brakes 37.75 +/- .25

5.5” Lift

4” Rebound

Ride Height
FM: TRAILER, Fixed 16K–25K: 11.5” Ride Height (Weld–on Only)

FM: TRAILER, Fixed 16K–25K: 14” Ride Height (Weld–on Only)
Lift Axle Dimensions

EXF: TRUCK, Fixed 13K

26.75 +/- .25

Ride Height
8” Lift

5” Rebound

EXF: TRUCK, Fixed Roll-Off 13K

26.75 +/- .25

Ride Height
8” Lift

5” Rebound